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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Significant cost savings can be realized by increasing the service life of transparency

systems. Many factors influence the durability of such systems. Among laminated

polycarbonate/acrylic transparencies, craze of the acrylic surface layer is a significant cause

for removal. By understanding the craze phenomena, methods of improved craze resistance

may be developed, and the cost of transparency ownership lowered.

The approach to reducing the occurrence of craze involves correlating laboratory

craze data (such as time to craze vs. stress information for various chemicals) with field craze

data (e.g., material and fabrication technique information, environment and service history).

The correlation would evolve into an analytical or statistical expression for the predicted craze

durability of a transparency system based on stress in the part, the fabrication method, and the

planned service environment. The procurement process would implement this approach by

measuring stress levels on finished parts (or samples from batches of finished parts). The

process would accept only those transparencies which contained low stress levels compatible

with craze resistance in the intended service environment of the transparency system. This

craze level would be obtained from the durability expression.

To implement this approach requires a nondestructive inspection technique to

measure the stress in the transparencies. Previous work [11 has shown the technology

associated with two of the most well known techniques: scattered light photoelasticity and

surface wave ultrasonics, to be insufficiently developed to be used on the acrylic face plies of

laminated transparencies. Until this technology sufficiently advances, timely advancement of

the effort to enhance transparency craze resistance requires some kind of stress measurement

tcchnique, be it destructive or semidestructive.

The strain gage hole drilling method was selected for this purpose because of its past

success in other (primarily metals) applications. Since only a small hole is drilled into the

material, it also possesses the long term possibility of becoming semidestructive in acrylic

applicaitions, should the technology be developed to refill the hole in a manner which satisfies



optical requirements. However, tile method is not used regularly on thermoplastic materials,

and hence requires validation that it can successfully and accurately measure surface stress.

1.2 OBJECTIVE

In order to verify that the hole drilling strain gage method of residual stress

deternmination was valid for use on transparency acrylic face plies, the following primary

objectives were defined:

* Experimentally verify the accuracy of the strain gage hole drilling method for use on

laminated aircraft transparencies by comparing test results to known stress levels in

samples of various geometries under various loading conditions.

i Specify gage type, adhesive, installation technique and instrumentation necessary for

the test method.

* Design, fabricate, test and establish a procedure for a portable unit for executing the

hole drilling operation.

Once a method is verified, lab and field data must be correlated by relating stress

measurements in transparencies and their related craze data to laboratory data involving the

ttne to craze for a given stress level. To make preliminary evaluations of the stress levels in

F-16 canopies and their sources, the following secondary objectives were established:

* Detennine the stresses due to installation, cabin pressure, and residual manufacturing

stresses in two full-scale F-16 forward canopies by the hole drilling method and by

the sectioning method.

• Deten-ine residual stresses, by the hole drilling method, in 20 canopies (10 each

from Texstar and Sierracin) removed from service for craze.

2



SECTION 2

STRAIN GAGE CENTER HOLE DRILLING METHOD

2.1 PRINCIPALS OF TECHNIQUE

The strain gage hole drilling method (ASTM E837-81) for determining residual stress

consists of drilling a small, blind or through hole in the center of a rosette of strain gages,

measuring the strains relieved due to the removal of the material, and back-calculating the

magnitude and directions of the principal biaxial stresses responsible for the strain relief. The

equations for calculating the stresses are based on the elasticity solution [2,3] for the stress

field around a hole in an infinite plate under a uniform far-field stress, Figure 2.1, and are as

follows:

tan 2 a -e, +2e,-e 3  (I)
-eI +e 3

e, (A +Bsiny) -e 2(A -Bcosy)

2AB(siny +cosy)

e2(A +Bcosy) -el(A -Bcosy) (3)

2AB(siny +cosy)
in wF~ich:

X = Counter-clockwise angle from gage 1 to direction of maximum algebraic stress

e, = strain measured at gage i (i=1,2,3)

'y = 20c

=-2Er2

BzA V[( 4) 12 31
B- 2E [ti+v r

r-• - = Ratio of distance from center of hole to an arbitrary point P to the radius
of the hole

and E and v are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively, for an isotropic material.
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Because an inverse tangent function is involved in the calculation, the data reduction

algorithm used must correct the angle calculated by (1) to ensure that the resu!t occurs in the

correct quadrant [41. This correction is based on the signs of the numerator and denominator

of equation (1) and takes the following form:

Sign of Numerator Sign of Denominator Correction
+ + 0
+ +1t

+ 0
+ 7E

The above equations are valid for the precise stresses around a small through hole in

a thin flat plate at an infinitesimal point. Further analysis is necessary to account for the

integrating effects of the strain gages, the effect of nonflat surfaces, and the effects of

viscoelastic and laminated materials (such as those of aircraft transparencies).

Researchers such as Schajer 15], Kabiri [61 and Flaman, Mills and Boag [71 have

done numerical studies relating the constants A and B to hole size and configuration of

various gage rosettes, depth of hole (for blind hole drilling), and material properties.

Schajer's results show the above constants can be computed as follows:

_(l+Va
A = 2(4)(2E)
B J ) (5)

in which a and b are detennined from charts of numerical results based on hole diameter and

gage circle diameter for a specific hole depth (e.g., [31). Coefficient b, however, has some

dependence on material properties. Flaman's finite element results indicate that stresses on

the surface of the material are responsible for the majority of strain relief measured, and

therefore performance of hole drilling test to determine stress below the surface is often

significantly in error. More importantly, a literature survey conducted prior to the beginning

of this study indicated a general lack of experience in carrying out this procedure on

viscoelastic materials.

Due to a lack of information on hole drilling in viscoelastic materials, calibration

tests were initiated as suggested by ASTM E837-81. Uniform known stresses were induced

5



in a flat sample, the hole was drilled and strains recorded, and the constants A and B back

calculated. With the constants detennined, a series of verification tests for various loadings

and sample geometries was undertaken. With successful verification, the coefficients can be

used with confidence on hole-drilling strains from the transparencies.

Prior to and in conjunction with the calibration tests, a series of tests was conducted

to evaluate specific gage types, adhesives, installation techniques, methods of drilling the

hole, and instrumentation. This was again due to a general lack of experience and references

in the literature concerning strain gaging of acrylic. Each of these topics, including the

calibration/verification studies, will be discussed in detail in the next section.

2.2 PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS

The body of literature concerning strain gage technology contains little information

on plastics. Gage manufacturer installation manuals generally specify procedures with

minimal regard to the material actually instrumented. In plastics, the following factors may

influence strain gage accuracy and in particular the hole drilling technique:

"* Adhesive

"° Gage type

° Reinforcing effects

* Installation techniques

Adhesives normally present little difficulty even in gaging of polymers. However, in

the hole drilling application the test article contains residual stresses which may induce craze

when the adhesive contacts the material. Reinforcing effects may cause significant problems

in strain gaging of polymers, because the gage backing material may be stiffer than the

polymer itself, producing artificially low strain readings. Since the hole drilling technique

involves strains of low magnitude, installation techniques must avoid procedures which would

influence the state of stress in the material or degrade the accuracy of the measurement.

Surface abrasion and lead wire soldering (and subsequent degradation of the cement layer and

acrylic due to their low thermal transfer abilities) are two steps normally implemented in

strain gage installation which may negatively influence hole drilling accuracy.

The following summarizes preliminary tests and their results which provided

specification of gage type, adhesive, installation technique, and proper instrumentation.

6



2.2.1 Gage Type

Several manufacturers, including Measurement Group, Inc., Hottinger Baldwin

Messtechnik, and Precision Foil Technology, Inc., produce strain gage rosettes suited for hole

drilling. A review of literature from these companies indicated that the line of rosettes

manufactured by Measurements Group would best serve the needs of this study, based on

their successful use in previous work, availability, range of rosette geometries, and the

detailed technical information available from the manufacturer.

Figure 2.2 displays the available hole drilling rosettes from Measurements

Group, Inc. Larger geometries reduce errors due to alignment and produce more stable

output, but present installation problems (such as uneven glue lines) due to their size, require

larger calibration specimens, and must be located further from the edge of test parts. Rosette

types EA-XX-062RE-120 and TEA-XX-062RK-120 provided the best compromise between

the two extremes and were chosen for use throughout this study.

2.2.2 Encapsulation/Installation Techniques

Table 2.1 shows results of a preliminary study which determined the affects of

surface abrading and rosette encapsulation on strain readings. Two acrylic specimens each

contained six uniaxial gages. Specimen loadings and accompanying strain readings provided

data for Young's modulus calculations, which when compared to the published value of 450

ksi, gave an indication of the effect of each of the parameters. Nonencapsulated gages had an

average calculated modulus of 452 ksi, while encapsulated gages averaged 4% higher.

However, the difference was within two standard deviations and was not considered

significant. Abrading had a negligible effect on the results.

Because acrylic is such a poor heat conductor, soldering of lead wires to the

strain gages presented problems not normally encountered when instrumenting metals. Figure

2.3 displays a "heat affected" zone which accompanies lead wire attachment. High

temperatures apparently produce changes in the acrylic and possibly in the adhesive layer. In

order to study the effect of this, installation of two of the gages in Table 2.1 included pre-

attachment of lead wires to the gages before bonding of the gages to the acrylic. These two

7



GAGE GRID TYPICAL HOLE DIA. MATRIX
LENGTH CTRUNE

DIA. Min. Max. Length Width

I i• i, •t~lltl l.'i I.'I| Ii '", III) l i I 1)i) o 11) 4 o 1)' ?9
EA XX UJ1HL-120 Uption SE 120 1-0.4% 0.79 2.56 0.8 1.0 7.4 7.4

Due to small pattern size, measurement error can be magni-
fied by slight mislocation of drill hole. Pattern not recom-
mended for general-purpose applications.

EA-XX-062RE-120 120 ±0.2% 0.062 0.202 0.06 0.08 0.42 0.42
EA-XX-062RE-120/Option SE 120 ±0.4% 1.57 5.13 1.5 2.0 10.7 10.7

4,O6 Most widely used RE pattern for general-purpose residual
0 q1Vstress measurement applications.

EA-XX-125RE- 120 120 ±0.2% 0.125 1 0.404 0.12 0.16 0.78 0.78
EA-XX-125RE- 120 Option SE 120 ±0.4% 3.18 10.26 3.0 4.1 19.8 19.8

Larger version of the 062RE pattern.

TEA-XX-062RK-120 120 ±00.4% 0.062 0.202 0.06 0.08 0.60 0.60

1.57 5.13 1.5 2.0 15.2 15.2

Fully encapsulated, with copper terminals for ease of solder-
ing. Same pattern geometry as 062RE pattern.

CEA-XX-062UM-120 120 ±0.4% 0.062 0.202 0.06 0.08 0.38 0.48
1.57 5.13 1.5 2.0 9.6 12.2

Fully encapsulated with large copper-coated soldering tabs
and special trim alignment marks. Trim line spaced 0.068 in

(1.73 mm) from hole center.

Figure 2.2. Hole Drilling Gages Available from Measurements Group.
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TABLE 2.1

EFFECT OF ABRADING AND
ENCAPSULATION ON STRAIN READINGS

Calculated Modulus for a Uniaxial
Stress Level of: Average Modulus (E)

Standard Deviation (s)
Specimen Installation (T = 500 a = 1000 a = 1500

IA/l Abrading 485,700 481,900 465,800 P = 452,500

1 A/2 No Encapsulation 474,800 452,900 446,300 s = 26,426

I A/3 425,900 422,300 416,800

I A/4 No Abrading 492,600 474,200 463,500 E = 450,700

I A/5 No Encapsulation 451,700 449,000 441,600 s = 22,896

1A/6* 433,300 429,200 421,200

2A/l Abrading 467,300 465,600 465,700 P= 477,100

2A/2 Encapsulation 503,500 484,000 476,000 s = 12,209

2A/3 484,500 476,000 471,400

2A/1 No A'brading 480,800 474,200 468,900 E= 465,200

2A/5 Encapsulation 466,850 457,500 460,690 s = 8,714

2A/6÷ 459,900 465,600 452,600

SUMMARY:
- Encapsulated gages have generally higher values of E.
- Surface abrading yields slightly higher values of E.

*i1rcattached lead wires

9
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Figure 2.3. Heat Affected Zone in Strain Gages.
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gages produced moduli almost 10% lower than average. In addition, the raised solder dots

create an uneven top surface, resulting in uneven glue lines during bonding. This apparent

softening when wires are preattached suggests that soldering after bonding may produce

"heat-affected" zones near the gage which are softer than the normal material, producing

higher strain readings for a given stress.

Table 2.2 shows the results of a follow-up study of this effect. The same

specimens loaded to three different stress levels, generated strain data for a "baseline"

installation state. Tenrninal strips and solder then installed in the vicinity of the gages created

"heat affected" zones. Reloading of the specimens produced strain data only 3.5% higher

than the baseline data, and some cases produced lower strains. These data indicate only a

small attenuation of strain from the "heat affected" zone for attachment points sufficiently far

from the gages themselves and demonstrate the preattachment of lead wires was not necessary

for accurate data.

2.2.3 Adhesives

Adhesive types generally present problems on strain gaging only if the

temperature of the test deviates substantially from room temperature, or if the test article

undergoes large strains. In the hole drilling application, however, the test part may already

contain sizeable residual stresses, which in the case of polymers, may contribute to craze

during adhesive application. Such phenomena undoubtedly alter the stress field in the test

part and must be avoided.

Table 2.3 presents results of a short study to specify appropriate adhesive

type. Measurements Groups, Inc., manufactures three of the adhesives tested (MBOND

200, AE-10, GA-2). Their widespread use in other strain gage applications formed the basis

for their selection. UDRI Materials Division personnel suggested the use of Versilok

adhesives, manufactured by the Lord Corporation. All the adhesives, except for MBOND 200

(cyanoacrylate) are epoxy based.

The craze data indicate that MBOND 200, the quick curing adhesive, was not

',uitable for use for stresses over 1200 psi. This craze level and the expected canopy stress

level of 1000-2000 psi resulted in MBOND 200 rejection. For similar reasons, the Versilok
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TABLE 2.3

ADHESIVE CRAZE TESTS

ADHESIVE STRESS (psi) TIME TO CRAZE (min) COMMENTS

MBOND 200 1000 10 No catalyst
(cyanoacrylate) 1000 No craze Catalyst used

1200 3.5 Catalyst used

AE-10 1333 No craze Curing agent only
(two-part epoxy) i200 No craze Epoxy only

1866 No craze Both parts

GA-2 1866 No craze Both parts
(two-part epoxy)

AE- 10/9252TR 1700 10

Versilok 521/4 1866 < 2.0 Craze to failure
- 20 min.

Vcrsilok 521/17 1866 < 2.0 Craze to failure
~ 2 min.

13



adhesives proved unusable. Only the AE-10 and GA-2 systems did not cause crazing in

acrylic to about 2000 psi.

Both of these systems possessed drawbacks, however. Both required elevated

temperature cure for extended time periods under pressures greater than atmospheric. In

addition, adequate rosette-to-surface bond strength occurred only when slight surface abrasion

precedes bonding, which may induce low magnitude residual stresses. Samples of Bostic

9252TR, an epoxy primer successfully used by the SAAB-Scania company to reduce the

occurrence of failure in acrylic tensile samples at strain gage sites, provided a possible

alternative to abrasion during installation. However, as Table 2.3 demonstrates, application of

the primer to prestressed acrylic samples resulted in unacceptable craze formation.

The test results indicated that an acceptable method for bonding gages is to

use AE-10 adhesive with slight abrasion prior to installation. Although the process likely

induced some surface stress, the level of this stress was considered negligible in comparison

to the magnitude of the stresses measured in the canopy. MBOND 200 remained suitable for

use in test specimens, since gage installation occurred prior to loading in these parts.

2.2.4 Instrumentation

Because acrylic is an extremely poor heat conductor, electric current passing

through a strain gage bonded to acrylic creates a local temperature increase sufficient to

produce significant error in strain readings. The fact that all hole drilling rosettes use low

resistance gage grids and the gage is thermally mismatched with the acrylic increase the

severity of the effect. To compensate, an identical rosette, mechanically unstrained and at :he

same temperature as the active gage, must be located in the adjacent arm of the Wheatstone

bridge. As identical current runs through both arms, both rosettes will see the same

temperature increase and the configuration will CLSe the two increases to cancel out. All

tests in this program utilized this temperature compensating bridge configuration.

2.3 CALIBRATION OF STRAIN GAGE METHOD

2.3.1 Loading Fixture

A fixture to apply tensile and comnpressive loads to calibration samples was

constructed and is shown in Figure 2.4. Consisting of a base plate, block uprights, loading

bolts and pin type clevis grips, the device was designed to apply constant displacement loads

14



Figure 2.4. Acrylic Calibration Fixture.
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to test samples. The device uses this end condition (as opposed to constant load) because it

is most like the boundary conditions seen by a canopy in the installed state. A 2-Kip load

cell connected to a portable multimeter through a Honeywell signal conditioner provided load

readouts.

Figure 2.5 shows the specimen configuration. Five rosettes positioned evenly

along the length of the specimen allowed convenient drilling of multiple holes in a short time

period. The use of through holes in 1/8-inch-thick specimens duplicates the conditions in the

canopy outer acrylic ply, as the soft inner layer locally "decouples" the acrylic from the

polycarbonate ply. Measurement Group, Inc., residual stress rosette type EA-06-062RE-120

gages were selected for these tests due to their wide use in other residual stress applications

[8-11]. Strain indicator type P3500 with an SB-10 Switch and Balance unit (also from

Measurements Groups, Inc.) provided direct readout of microstrain.

A Moore jig borer was used to introduce the hole into the acrylic. This

device allowed adjustable drill feed and speed as well a& I"" "'y accurate positioning of the

drill. A 1/16-inch-diameter high speed steel drili was utilized during the testing. Drilling

proceeded at 1200 rpm and at a feed of 0.001 inch/revolution. A Fowler 40x centering

microscope allowed precision (+0.0005 inch) cuitring oZ the drill.

2.3.2 Calibration Loading Path and Data Reduction

Due to the viscoelastic nature of the acrylic, the loading path taken by a given

gage on the material during the test is time dependent and therefore more complex than in

ordinary hole drilling calibration tests. For clarity, Figure 2.6 shows the loading path for an

arbitrary gage on an elastic material. The sample is loaded to point A. Drilling relieves

strain to point B. In addition, any stresses due to the drilling, or residual stresses on the test

part, are also relieved during drilling. Releasing the load from the specimen, point C,

indicates the portion of the relieved strain attributable to this stress. Subtracting the strain at

C from the difference in strains between points B and A yields the actual strain relieved due

to the mechanical load. Alternatively, zeroing out the strain at C and reloading to D also

gives the level of relieved strain due to the load (c D-CA).

The presence of viscoelastic properties in the acrylic introduces time into the

load path for a given gage. Point A, Figure 2.7, represents the point of initial loading.

16



Figure 2.5. Acrylic Calibration Specimens.
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Since the fixture prescribes a constant fixed displacement on the specimen, the stress in the

sample relaxes. This relaxation occurred over an 8-minute period, during which the drill was

centered. Allowing the specimens to relax for 8 minutes permitted the existence of a nearly
"constant" stress state for drilling, as would exist in a canopy outer layer (by assumption, the

installation of a canopy is a fixed displacement condition, which results in stress relaxation of

initial installation stresses to a constant level over time). The stress in the specimen is
"constant" in the sense that-the stress does not change significantly in the time it takes to drill

the hole. Drilling relieves strain from point B to C. However, as the new stress state is

constant, the strain continues to change over time (creep) from C to D. After an 8-minute

period, release of the load (point E) as in the elastic case, indicates drilling induced stresses

(other stresses) not associated with the mechanical loading. As this is a fixed change in load

(load at drill to zero load), creep again occurs (E to F). After an 8-10 minute period, during

which the strain approaches a "constant" value, the strain at F is taken as the nonmechanical

strain. Subtraction of the strain at F from the strain difference (D-B) is taken as the strain

relieved due to a constant stress at B. Using this calibration technique allows the hole

drilling method to be calibrated to the relaxed strain state (strain after creep) achieved by

drilling the hole. The advantage is that the relaxed strain state is much easier to identify than

any other transient strain state.

The above procedure was implemented on 12 rosettes at various load levels.

The resulting relieved strain data, plotted in Figure 2.8 show good agreement with a weighted

linear least squares fit. This demonstrates the validity of the "relaxed strain state" calibration

technique. Noting that equations (2) and (3) simplify for the calibration tests (Gmax = (Y'

0mi = }0, 0 = 90'), the equations
CE3 + E1I

A = - (6)
20o

B - (7)
2oo

yield the required calibration coefficients. For acrylic, equations (6) and (7) give the values
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A = -1.4712 x 10- 7in 21lb (8)

B = -3.5215 x 10-7in 2/lb (9)

These were the values used in all verification tests and subsequent canopy tests.

2.4 VERIFICATION TESTS

The use of the hole drilling technique strictly applies only to elastic materials. The

use of the above "strain relaxed" calibration technique required a series of tests to verify the

validity of the calibration constants for use in various load configurations. The test matrix

included the following factors and specimen geometries:

(a) Rosette orientation to principal stress direction

(b) Uniaxial tension and compression

(c) Uniaxial tension on curved surfaces

(d) Biaxial stress on curved surfaces

(e) Uniaxial tension in laminated transparency material.

The order and use of these tests permitted the identification of factors (such as

surface curvature) which might adversely affect the accuracy of the method. Given the

simplified extension of this technique to viscoelastic materials, an accuracy of +10%

(measured vs. actual) for any particular tests was considered acceptable. All tests utilized the

calibration technique of subtracting out strains after unloading to account for drill induced or

locked in stresses. in addition, these experiments employed a different rosette type (TEA-06-

062RE- 120) which increased ease of installation because terminal strips and jumper wires

were not required. The actual gage layout was identical to that of the rosettes used in

calibration, and as shown in Table 2.4, the calibration coefficients are valid for this rosette

type.

2.4.1 Uniaxial Tension and Compression

Figure 2.9 displays accuracy results for verification tests run in uniaxial tension and

compression. Test samples retained the exact configuration as the calibration specimens.

Antibuckling rails prevented buckling of the compression samples as seen on Figure 2.10.

Previous work 1121 indicated residual stresses in the range 300-2000 psi may exist in the

acrylic layer. This work dictated the range of uniaxial verification loads used in this study.
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TABLE 2.4

VERIFICATION OF HOLE DRILLING CONSTANTS
FOR TYPE TEA-XX-062RK-120 ROSETTES

MAXIMUM PRINCIPAL STRESS ANGLE
STRESS (psi) (degrees)

ROSETTE o,,ta. o'measured A% Bactual Bmeasured

A 1647 1694 2.85 90 89.8

B 1392 1375 -1.22 90 90.7

C 1627 1667 2.46 60 59.2

D 1389 1342 -3.38 45 45.2

E 1652 1602 -3.03 45 43.8
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Figure 2.10. Compression Verification Tests.
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For 92% of the holes drilled, the error remained within +12%. The scatter shows no

preferential toward positive or negative error, nor any increase in error with a particular

rosette orientation. The inability of the material to relax in compression tests, due to friction

from the antibuckling fixture, most likely accounts for the high error at -460 psi. Inaccurate

centering of the drill accounted for the 30% error in the 300 rosette at 1300 psi. In addition,

error below 500 psi appears no greater than error at high stress levels.

2.4.2 Uniaxial Tension - Transversely Curved Surface

The curvature of an F-16 canopy surface imposes a possible additional source

of error in residual stress measurement since the method is theoretically based on stress in a

flat plate. Hole drilling tests on specimens with transverse curvature provided information to

assess this error. Specimens cut lengthwise from a 10-inch ID acrylic tube (0.125-inch wall

thickness) permitted application of test loads transversely to the direction of curvature, hence

avoiding bending in the specimen. Specimen dimensions were identical to the tension/

compression samples, except tr• ' ie 1.500-inch width pertained to the width of a projection

of the specimen onto a fl-' , -,ace and not the distance across the actual specimen.

The rests in Figure 2.11 demonstrate that transverse curvature does not affect

the accuracy of tk- calibration constants. The hole drilling method maintains +10% accuracy

over a 1500 p•i range of uniaxial stress. Because the curvature of the specimens was greater

than any curvature in the F-16 canopy geometry, these data indicate that field tests on actual

canopies can neglect any curvature-induced error.

2.4.3 Biaxial Stress - Curved Surface

Hole drilling on a pressurized 8-inch-diameter acrylic cylinder, Figure 2.12,

oermitted validation of the calibration constants for a curved surface under biaxial stress.

This configuration most closely resembles the stress state in the canopy. Butyl rubber strips

provided an air tight seal between the acrylic and rigid aluminum end plate. The combination

of air pressure and compression on the end plates resulted in tensile hoop stresses and

compressive longitudinal stresses. The maximum pressure in the cylinder imparted a 3.1%

theoretical decrease in hoop stress through the thickness of the cylinder, resulting in an

essentially uniform stress with depth. A maximum radial (Z direction from the surface) stress

of -37 psi was negligible. Tramming with a precision dial indicator, Figure 2.13, ensured
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Figure 2.12. Curved Surface Biaxial Verification Test.

Figure 2.13. Tramming to Locate the Normal in Biaxial Verification Tests.
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perpendicularity of the drill with the tube surface. A thin sheet of rubber attached to the

inner surface of the tube prevented air from escaping after the hole was drilled.

Table 2.5 lists biaxial stress curved surface results. The accuracy shown is

generally acceptable. Higher uncertainty (and hence error in the measurement) exists on the

actual stress because the loading modes are mixed: pressure exerts a constant hoop stress,

(and to some extent a constant longitudinal stress, due to the pressure balancing some of the

load applied by the end plates), while the loading bolt induces a constant compressive

displacement. Holes drilled without the aid of a microscope and without tramming produced

the greatest errors in a... The constant pressure loading modes would produce the most

error in the compression longitudinal stresses since constants were evaluated under specific

constant strain ("stress relaxed") conditions. Table 2.5 shows this to be the case.

2.4.4 Uniaxial Tension on Laminated Transparency Material

The final series of verification tests evaluated possible inaccuracies in hole

drilling due to the laminated construction of the F-16 canopy. The tests involved two

samples from each of two groups: untested acrylic/polycarbonate/urethane interlayer beams

(from a previous study which evaluated candidate cross sections); and acrylic/polycarbonate/

silicone interlayer beams sectioned from the top aft portion of an actual canopy. Table 2.6

shows the accuracy in measured stress is well within the 10-12% error band generated during

the previous verification tests.

During these tests, the drill penetrated through the outer acrylic layer and

partially into the soft interlayer. While this procedure apparently produces a "blind hole" (to

which the calibration constants do not apply), previous work [6,13] has shown that drilling

into the top 0.031 inch (for a 1/16-inch-diameter hole) of the surface produces the majority of

the relieved strain. In addition, the soft interlayer is sufficiently compliant to allow expansion

or contraction of the acrylic layer in a manner similar to that of a through hole in a thin sheet

of monolithic acrylic. As these results demonstrate, the calibration constants are valid for the

hole drilled through the acrylic outer ply of an F-16 canopy.
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TABLE 2.5

BIAXIAL/CURVED SURFACE HOLE DRILLING SUMMARY

armax (psi) 0 vmin (psi) j3 (degrees)

Rosette Actual Meas. % Error Actual Meas. % Error Actual Meas.

A* 1000 998 -0.2 - 336 -88.5 163.0 0 5.91

B* 1000 1159 13.7 - 258 -316 22.5 90 94.3

C* 1000 774 -22.6 - 535 -866 61.9 0 1.85+1
D*+ 750 992 32.3 - 650 -655 0.78 135 134.0

E* 927 813 -12.3 - 799 -1652 106.0 0 1.31

F 1000 1053 5.3 -1032 -1277 23.8 0 3.25

G 750 873 16.4 -1186 -1352 14.0 90 88.3

H 800 916 14.5 - 851 -937 10.1 0 1.48

7 1200 1289 7.4 - 764 -962 27.0 135 134.0

*Perpendicularity of drill with tube surface estimated.

+Drilled without aid of centering scope.
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TABLE 2.6

LAMINATED BEAM HOLE DRILLING SUMMARY

SIGMAX (psi) SIGMIN (psi) BETA (deg)

Rosette Actual Meas %Err Actual Meas Actual Meas

A 2260 1990 12 0 173 90 88.6

B 1000 932 6.8 0 58 90 87.1

C 2000* 1840 7.9 0 63.7 90 89.1

D 1550* 1380 10 0 44.9 90 91.8

*Stress calculated analytically to account for bending in specimen.
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2.5 SUMMARY

A series of calibration tests for the strain gage hole drilling technique produced the

following calibration constants:

A = -1.4712 x 10-7
lb

B - -3.5215 x 10-7
lb

for use in determining residual stress in laminaied aircraft transparency outer plies.

Verification tests on various specimen geometries under various load conditions showed the

calibration technique to yield accurate residual stress measurements down to 200 psi (the

lowest stress level tested).
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SECTION 3

DESIGN OF A PORTABLE DRILLING UNIT FOR USE ON COMPOUND

CURVED SURFACES

Commercially available strain gage hole drilling hardware lacks several key features

considered critical in applying the technique to aircraft transparencies. This section discusses

these features and their implementation in a new device designed to drill holes in the acrylic

ply of aircraft transparencies.

3.1 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Because the hole drilling method relies on accurate measurement of stress gradients

in a small area, the means of introducing the hole must adhere to several critical

requirements. These include the following:

Accuracy of aligning the hole in the center of the rosette. Previous work has

shown that holes must be drilled within +0.0015 d (d is the diameter of the gage

pattern) to ensure accurate results. A 1/16-inch-diameter hole must be drilled within

0.001 inch to avoid significant error.

Accuracy in aligning the hole normal to the surface. Little work in the literature

addresses the issue of the accuracy in stress measurement for holes not drilled

perpendicular to the surface. Nonperpendicular drilling creates holes that become
"off-center" with depth, and results in elliptical holes. While no work could be

found which addresses this issue, an error of 0.50 from perpendicular for a 0.0625-

inch-diameter drill creates a hole with a major axis of 0.062502 inch. This is within

uncertainty for the drill itself and represents acceptable error. The system

requirement for perpendicularity was therefore chosen to be + 0.5'. Angles greater

than this result in rapidly increasing error.
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Drilling stress free. Stresses produced in the material by introduction of the hole

will induce error in residual strain readings since the rosette responds to strain

relieved from all sources of stress. Figure 3.1 shows the theoretical error produced

in residual stress readings as a function of nominal uniaxial stress and extraneous

strain induced in the rosette (this strain may come from any source, including drill

induced stress). As the figure presents, the drilling operation must induce less than

l2pe in each gage to retain an uncertainty of less than 10% at 500 psi.

Figure 3.2 presents results of a preliminary study to determine the optimum means of

introducing the hole into acrylic in a stress free manner. The methods which were tested

corresponded to those suggested by ASTM E837-85 and other references. A precision jig

borer provided accurate speed and feed control for introducing holes into samples of "pre-

shrunk" (annealed) cast acrylic under zero load. Measurements Group, Inc., type TEA-06-

062RK-120 rosettes proved most convenient for these tests. A P3500 Strain Indicator and

SBIO Switch and Balance Unit (also from Measurements Group, Inc.) displayed the relieved

strain.

Reverse cone carbide cutters and end mills are frequently used in hole drilling metals.

They proved ineffective in the acrylic. The use of lubricants with the carbide cutter resulted

in a decrease in residual strain, but not to a sufficient degree to warrant its use. High speed

(100,000 rpm) drilling using the carbide cutter (another method widely employed in metals),

conducted in unloaded preshrunk acrylic, resulted in enormous residual strains (Figure 3.3).

This likely generated enough friction heat to degrade the polymer, resulting in high drill-

induced stress. As the figure demonstrates, ordinary high speed steel twist drills produced the

lowest "machining induced" strains.

Figure 3.4 displays a portion of the results of additional jig borer tests and demonstrates

the desirable feature of automatically controlled feed and speed. The jig borer on which tests

were conducted drilled automatically at various rates and at 0.001 inch/rev or 0.003 inch/rev

feed rate. Drill retraction occurred automatically at the same rate as penetration, or manually

at much faster rates. Since the feed rate was directly proportional to speed on the jig borer,

effects of speed and feed rates are indistinguishable. However, for the drill speeds being
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Drill Induced Strain
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Figure 3.4. Optimal Drilling Parameters.
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considered, the pressure of the tool on the acrylic, and hence the feed rate, most likely

influences residual strain levels to a greater degree than the drill speed. The desire to reduce

both drill pressure and drill time led to a compromise selection of 1200 rpm and 0.001

inch/rev as the optimal speed and feed for drilling. Based on these tests, rapid drill retraction

was also required.

3.2 DRILLING DEVICE, DESIGN DRIVERS, AND FEATURES

The above system requirements led to the design and fabrication of the device

pictured in Figure 3.5. Described by the acronym VALAPODD (Vacuum Attached Laser

Aligned Portable Drilling Device), the unit consists of a base, alignment and drilling

components, a control unit, and an external drill motor. The components were built with

three design drivers in mind: portability, X-Y and 0 adjustability, and the ability to

automatically drill in a stress-free manner. These design drivers, and the components which

satisfy them, are briefly discussed below.

0 PORTABILITY. The desire to use the device to quickly collect data from in-service

transparencies required the device to be portable. Figure 3.6 highlights vacuum cups at the

bottom of the base's swivel feet, which allow quick and convenient attachment. Vacuum

lines run from a central manifold positioned on the base. A low consumption venturi type

vacuum pump, housed in the control unit, supplies 25-in hg vacuum at 60 psi, thus requiring

only a compressed air source to secure the unit. The vacuum is sufficient to firmly attach the

unit to the side of the canopy, oriented 900 to the upright position.

0 X-Y AND 0 ADJUSTABILITY. The base of the unit is essentially an optical

translation stage with a 2-inch-diameter hole through the center. Micrometers, Figure 3.6,

permit smooth and accurate x-y motion used to center the base over the rosette target. Each

leg consists of a threaded canister portion, vacuum cups, and locks. Spherical bearings

connecting the vacuum fittings to the threaded canister portion allow the feet to rotate as the

canister heights are adjusted to bring the base perpendicular to the rosette surface. Locking

rings on the canisters and jamming rods on the bearings rigidly fix the orientation of the base.
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External Drill Motor Drill Control Box

Drill Component

Base Alignment Component

Figure 3.5. Vacuum Attached Laser Aligned Portable Drilling Device.
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Split Linear Bearing

Vacuum Cups
Locks Micrometer

Figure 3.6. Front View of VALAPODD Base.
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The alignment component consists of a 40x microscope for centering and a 0.5-mW

HeNe laser for aligning normal to the surface. A cylindrical collar, mounted to the base,

houses a split linear bearing which serves as an aligning journal for the device (see Figure

3.6). The microscope portion of the alignment unit, Figure 3.7, slides into the bearing.

Centering of the unit is achieved by adjustment of X-Y micrometers in the translation stage

so the microscope cross-hair reticle is centered on the rosette target.

The laser portion serves as the mechanism for aligning the device normal to

the surface, as a laser reflection back along its original path indicates that the laser is

perpendicular to the surface. Figure 3.8 displays a schematic of the microscope and laser in

tandem. A scrics of beam splitters directs the polarized laser beam to a path collinear with

the optic path of the microscope. The optic components then direct the laser reflection from

the surface to a target mounted alongside the laser. Perpendicularity is achieved by adjusting

the threaded canisters so that the reflection falls on the target cross-hairs. Perpendicularity

can be aligned to within ±0.250 using this system.

Centering with the micrometers may initially move the device away from a

perpendicular orientation, just as adjusting the orientation throws the unit off center.

Complete adjustment of the unit to center the journal over the rosette target and align the

device normal to the drilled surface is therefore an iterative process. Two to three iterations

usually suffice.

• AUTOMATIC STRESS-FREE DRILLING. Figure 3.9 displays the drilling

component inserted into the alignment bearing. The component consists of a steel sleeve

around a handpiece from a flexible shaft electric drill. A connecting bar attaches the drill

component to an air cylinder and an adjustable viscous damper. The cylinder and damper,

mounted to the base, serve to power the drill feed and control the drill feed rate, respectively.

The damper is adjusted to feed the drill component at 1.2 ipm with 60 psi pressure in the air

cylinder. Compressed air inlet and outlet lines run from the cylinder through the manifold

mounted on the base. A three-way valve in the control unit, Figure 3.10, directs the air flow,

and therefore specifies the "drill" or "retract" motion of the drill component.
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Figure 3.7. VALAPODD Alignment Configuration.
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Viscous Damper Air Cylinder Drill Component

Figure 3.9. VALAPODD Drilling Configuration.
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Figure 3.10. Vacuum, Air Feed Lines, and Control Box.
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The flexible shaft, Figure 3.11, extends into the steel sleeve and connects the external

drill motor to the drill component. A micrometer mounted on the air cylinder and butted

against the connecting bar allows control of the depth the hole is drilled.

3.3 STRESS FREE DRILLING VERIFICATION AND PERFORMANCE

Hole drilling tests on instrumented samples loaded to known stress levels provided a

means for verifying that the device would introduce holes in a stress free manner. Annealed

acrylic samples were loaded in a small tension fixture equipped with load cell

instrumentation. Holes drilled at various uniaxial stress levels gave an indication of the

machining induced stress. Table 3.1 displays the results of these tests, based on the stress

measured compared to the known stress. A large discrepancy between measured stress and

actual stress would indicate high drilling induced stress. The error band of less than 10%

indicates the device performed within the required limits and specifications for stress over 500

psi. Note the high percentage errors are due to the low absolute values of the stresses which

are being measured.

The device performed well in measurements in all areas of the canopy, including

those in which the device was mounted 900 to the vertical (Figure 3.12). Measurements taken

after drilling of free state canopies (Section VI) showed the hole misalignment to average

0.00104 inch, with 47 of the 60 holes misaligned less than 0.0006 inch (the resolution of the

micrometer).

Appendix A contains a step-by-step procedure for use of the VALAPODD.

Appendix B contains mechanical drawings of the VALAPODD components.
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Figure 3.11. External Drill Motor and Flexible Shaft.
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TABLE 3.1

VALAPODD VERIFICATION RESULTS

Measured Measured Measured
Rosette Beta (deg)* a max (psi) a min (psi) a Actual % Error

VPI-1 91.93 51.71 -46.27 18.21 -64.78
VP1-2 85.51 55.39 15.37 33.96 -38.69
VP1-3 93.07 553.82 28.61 522.98 -5.57
VP2-1 87.28 1092.76 39.44 1110.17 1.59
VP2-2 91.4 1621.33 0.77 1613.22 -0.5
VP2-3 88.44 1988.51 79.93 1852.47 -6.84

*Actual angle is 900.
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Strain Indicator

F-16 Tabletop Pressure Fixture

Figure 3.12. Hole Drilling on Installed and Pressurized F-16 Canopy.
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SECTION 4

SECTIONING METHOD

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Although calibration and verification tests indicated that hole drilling could produce

acceptable residual stress data, a second method of determining these straesses on actual

canopies would provide additional evidence to support the validation of hole drilling. The

sectioning method is a well documented, although destructive, procedure for measuring

residual stresses. Sectioning of two canopies after hole drilling and comparison of results

provided confidence on the drill technique as well as a coarse mapping of stresses along the

canopy surface.

Sectioning is a method closely associated with hole drilling in that removal of material

around a strain gage rosette releases residual stresses resulting in strain changes in the

material which the rosette can detect. The advantages are simplicity: ordinary rosettes are

utilized in conjunction with simple coupon removal using any cutting mechanism. The

disadvantages include uncertainty in the coupon size, since coupons must be cut as small as

possible to relieve all the residual stress, while large enough so that cutting stresses do not

influence readings; difficulty in cutting around gage lead wires; and the possible necessity of

disconnecting gages from instrumentation and reconnecting, thus inducing resistance changes

not attributable to mechanical load. These considerations led to the test techniques described

in the following sections.

4.2 CALIBRATION

The equations to reduce rosette strain data to principal stresses and directions are well

known and documented 1141:

Maximum Principal Stress =

E reI[(1 +v)sin2, + (1-v)] + E2 [(1 +v)cos24-(l +v)]
1-v 2  (cos2o + sin24)
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Minimum Principal Stress =

E - E [[(+v)sin24 - (1-v)] + -,- 1+v)cos24+(I-V)]

1-v 2  (cos21 -sin2i) J

Angle to Max Stress = 4 = -tan-I f'EI-2i+'E (12)

However, the mechanical properties necessary for these equations may vary widely from

published data. A series of calibration tests provided mechanical property data to ensure

accurate measurement of stresses in the canopy.

Recasting the strain gage equations in a form similar to the hole drilling equations

provided a uniform means for calibration. Setting constants A and B to the following

expressions:
E (13)

1+v

E (14)
1-v

and substituting into the above strain gage equations results in the following expressions:

e1(A+Bsin24) - e2(A-Bcos24) (15)

cos2(0 + sin24(

! E2(A+Bcos24) - e,(A-Bsin2iý) (18)cos21o +sin2o

The constants A and B may be determined by orienting a strain rosette with the number I

gage aligned with the load in a uniaxial tensile test, taking strain data, and using the

following equations:
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A- '
2(cl - 2)

2€2

In this study, six rosettes bonded to a single 1/8-inch-thick acrylic specimen and pulled in

tension with the same fixture used in calibrating hole drilling specimens furnished the

stress/strain data for calculating A and B. The use of seven stress levels and a weighted least

squares fit ensured average values for A and B (as in the hole drilling calibration). Figure 4.1

displays the results of the calibration as well as the A and B values obtained.
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SECTION 5

PRELIMINARY DETERMINATION OF STRESSES IN LAMINATED F-16 CANOPIES

5.1 TEST SPECIMENS

The preliminary work consisted of instrumenting and testing two F-16 canopies: a

Texstar canopy (removed from service) with two small crazing patches on the forward left

side of the canopy, and a new, optically rejected Sierracin canopy. Both canopies were

laminated with 0.125 inch nominal acrylic face plies. The canopies were designated TI

(Texstar) and SI (Sierracin).

5.2 ALIGNMENT FACILITY/GAGE LAYOUT

Figure 5.1 shows the gage types used for the sectioning work. The use of either

particular type depended greatly on availability from the manufacturer at the time the gages

were ordered. The preattached terminal wires on the EA-06-125RA-120 provided lead wire

attachment points sufficiently far from the rosette to prevent solder heat damage from

migrating into the gage grid area. The encapsulation of CEA-06-125UR-120 also prevented

this damage. Although the gages were thermally matched to steel, the use of a compensation

gage in the bridge circuit eliminated thermal strain errors.

Lead wires attached to these gages terminated in bullet type connectors (Figure 5.2).

Short lead wires which could be easily folded permitted easier machining of specimens. The

use of connectors resulted in rapid sweeping of the rosettes during readings (each rosette

re(luired attaching and unattaching the leads to the strain instrumentation). However, since

the connection was in series with the gages, and the initial connection could never be exactly

repeated, the change in resistance due to contact changes induced an uncertainty of +15pe in

the strain readings. Bullet connectors appeared to be the best compromise between

convenience and repeatability in a series of tests with various connectors which included

hook, miniclips, banana jacks, and screw type binding posts.

The layout and orientation of rosettes posed a problem due to a lack of reference

points on the canopy and the curvature of the surface. The reference frame formed from

waterline and fuselage stations coordinate axes appeared the most convenient and easily

understood basis for orientation and positioning of rosettes. Figure 5.3 displays a modified
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125RA

GAGE OVERALL GRID OVERALL
LENGTH LENGTH WIDTH WIDTH

0.125 ES 0.275 CP 0.062 ES 0.424 CP

3.18 ES 6.99 CP 1.57 ES 10.77 CP

Matrix Size 0 39L x 0 46W 9.9L x 11.7W

3. 1 ES 7.62 CP 1.52 ES 14.22 CP

Matrix Size 0.42L- x 0.62W 10.7L x 15.7WN

Figure 5. 1. Gage Types Used for Sectioning 1161.
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Figure 5.2. Typical Sectioned Sample with Bullet Connectors.
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Figure 5.3. Rosette Alignment and Layout Facility.
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photoelastic test rig (detailed in WRDC-TR-89-3099) which generated layout lines for gage

positioning and orientation. A "three point" support frame positioned the canopy in the same

orientation (with respect to a level plane) as it would be iristalled in an aircraft. V-grooved

casters attached to the support frame allowed horizontal movement along a "track"

constructed from steel angle iron and I-beams. A scale in 1/16-inch increments along the

length of the track (Figure 5.4) indicated the fuselage station position of the points on the

canopy centered under the test rig. A vertical scale with adjustable/retractable pointer arms

indicated the waterline measurement of points on the canopy surface centered under the test

rig.

A 5-mW helium/neon laser and associated mirrors directed a collimated beam of

light onto the portion of the canopy centered under the rig. A cylindrical lens placed between

the laser and canopy created a directed light sheet normal to the fuselage station axis. The

light became visible as a line cast across the canopy surface, at the intersection of the light

sheet and the canopy surface (Figure 5.5). The line trace generated vertical gage layout lines,

which were traced onto cellophane tape on the canopy surface. The vertical scale and pointer

indicated the correct waterline (along the length of the laser line) to place the gage.

The use of AE-10 two part epoxy adhesive in the Texstar canopy prevented any

adhesive induced craze. The lack of a convenient or efficient heat source (and a desire not to

change the residual stress state by heating) required an extended cure at room temperature.

Vacuum clamps supplied sufficient clamping pressure on the gages to ensure proper curing.

The low stress results from the Texstar canopy (Section 5.4) permitted the use of MBOND

200 on the Sierracin canopy. The use of this adhesive decreased installation time since it did

not require the use of clamping p:'essure, extended cure times, or mixing.

Table 5.1 lists the positions of the sectioning rosettes on the two canopies. The

Texstar canopy contained 29 rosettes concentrated toward the front of the canopy (the

location of the crazes). An assumption of symmetry led to the instrumentation of the

canopy's right side only. To obtain a better mapping toward the aft the Sierracin canopy was

instrumented with 42 rosettes.

Table 5.2 lists the locations of hole drilling tests on these canopies. Gage type TEA-

06-062RK-120 was used on all tests.
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Figure 5.4. Fuselage Station Indicator.
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TABLE 5.1

SECTIONING ROSETTE LOCATIONS

Texstar Slerracin

Rosette Fuselage Station Waterline (in) Fuselage Station Waterline (in)
(in) (in)

1 94.4 114.3 94 114.3
2 100.0 117.8 100 117.8
3 100.0 115.8 100 115.8
4 105.6 121.2 105.6 121.2
5 105.6 120.1 105.6 120.1
6 105.5 116.3 105.6 116.3
7 111.6 124.6 115 126.5
8 115.2 125.0 115 125.0
9 115.2 120.6 115 120.7
10 115.2 116.3 115 116.3
11 117.9 128.1 118 128.1
12 124.4 130.9 118 126.7
13 124.4 129.2 118 122.9
14 124.4 123.9 118 117.5
15 124.7 117.8 124 130.8
16 131.1 133.0 124 129.0
17 137.9 134.5 124 123.8
18 137.8 133.6 124 117.5
19 137.7 131.2 131 133.0
20 137.7 127.5 131 131.8
21 137.7 164.4 131 128.4
22 137.7 123.0 131 123.3
23 144.9 135.3 131 117.3
24 151.9 135.6 138 134.5
25 158.9 135.6 138 133.7
26 158.7 133.9 138 131.3
27 158.6 129.5 138 127.6
28 158.5 122.7 138 123.0
29 176.3 134.3 138 117.9
30 145 135.3
31 145 134.1
32 145 130.8
33 145 125.8
34 145 122.7
35 152 135.6
36 152 134.0
37 152 129.5

38 152 123.1
39 152 118.0
40 159 135.6
41 159 133.9
42 159 129.3
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TABLE 5.2
LOCATIONS OF RESIDUAL STRESS HOLE-DRILLING TESTS

INSTALLED

Texstar Canopy* Sierracin Canopy+

Rosette # Fuselage Station (in) Waterline (in) Fuselage Station (in) Waterline (in)

1 103 118 100 117

2 109 122 110 121

3 119 127 120 128

4 131 131 136 132

5 148 133 157 131

6 102 119

7 108 119

8 109 122

9 119 128

10 120 121

11 131 132

12 141 128

13 149 121

*Rosettes 1-5 starboard side, 6-13 port side

+starboard side

PRESSURIZED

Texstar Canopy* Sierracin Canopy+

Rosette # Fuselage Station (in) Waterline (in) Fuselage Station (in) Waterline (in)

1 103 117 99 116

2 110 119 109 120

3 120 124 121 127

4 131 132 157 129

5 148 132 157 129

6 102 118

7 108 118

8 109 122

9 131 132

t0 141 127

II 149 118

*Rosetles 1-5 slarboard side, 6-11 port side
+Stwrboard side
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5.3 TESTING PROCEDURE

5.3.1 Initial State

The test strains measured during this procedure were prooduced by three

sources of stress: (1) deformation of the canopy during installation, (2) pressurization of the

canopy during flight, (3) manufacturing induced residual stresses. After installation of the

gages, all the gages were zeroed in the "free state." The position of the canopy while sitting

on the gage layout frame defined the free state. As Figures 5.6 and 5.7 demonstrate, bolts at

the canopy forward edge and restraining collars on the left and right aft attaching points

placed the canopy in a fixed "displacement state." Lifting the Texstar canopy at the front and

aft edges and allowing it to assume a "natural" state when placed on the collarless cross

members of the frame determined the position of the collars for future canopies. Therefore,

this procedure may have induced some small strain in the Sierracin canopy, since the two

canopies were not identical. This method of defining the free state, although apparently

arbitrary, suftices because the canopies are compliant enough that their own weight causes

some small deflection no matter how they are sitting. Defining a fixed "free state

configuration ' gave a repeatable zero point configuration for each individual canopy.

5.3.2 Installation

A full-scale F-16 tabletop fixture, Figure 5.8, provided to UDRI by USAF

WL/FIBT arl originally used in pressure/thermal testing, furnished a means for imparting

installation ct-formations into the canopy. Installation followed T.O. 16W 2-5-2, with one

exception. Ih place of 5601 sealing compound, butyl rubber was utilized along the inside

edges of the canopy. The butyl rubber possessed easier handling characteristics, decreased

installation * me, and was more easily obtained than 5601.

Upon completion of installation, each regular rosette was in turn connected

to the strain indicator, the balance set to the zero point recorded in the free state, and the

strain due to installation read for each of the three gages. Hole drilling tests were also

conducted using the VALAPODD at positions specified in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.6. Forward Bolts on Canopy T-Frame.
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Figure 5.7. Aft Restraining Collars on Canopy T-Frame.
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Figure 5.8. Full Scale F-16 Tabletop Pressure Fixture.
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5.3.3 Pressurization

Pressurizing the mockup fixture with the canopy installed generated strain

data comparable to what a typical canopy may see during high altitude flight due to the

reduction in external atmospheric pressure. A shop air supply produced sufficient air flow to

maintain 6 psig cabin pressure. The poor condition of the fixture required several repair

operations, including removal and reinstallation of the aft canopy, sealing of sheet metal

seams with 8802 sealing compound, and 1/2-inch-wide strips of butyl rubber placed adjacent

to the inflatable seals along the entire perimeter of the cabin. (The butyl rubber required

stripping and replacing after each opening of the cabin hatch.) A pressure gage (+0.25 psi

accuracy, 15 psi range) mounted through the forward bulkhead fixture indicated cabin

pressure.

Upon pressurization to 6 psig, each regular rosette was again connected to

the strain indicator, the balance set to the zero point recorded in the free state, and the strain

read. The strain noted in this manner represented a superposition of installation and pressure

induced deformations. Hole drilling tests were conducted using the VALAPODD at positions

specified in Table 5.2.

5 3.4 Residual Stresses

Sectioning of the canopy relieved "locked in" or residual stresses which

induced strain in the rosettes. After depressurizing, the canopy was removed per T.O.

16W2-5-2 and replaced onto the "free state" frame. Sectioning work, using starter holes and

a hand-held jigsaw commenced and produced 6 x 6 square specimens with the regular rosettes

centered. The proximity of some gages to each other (especially toward the forward position

of the canopy) prevented the removal of 6 x 6 specimens. These rosettes were removed as 5

x 5 specimens, or 4 x 4 where 5 x 5's could also not be obtained.

After removal, strains read from the 6 x 6 rosette (in a manner similar to

installation and pressurization) indicated strains relieved by removal of the samples from the

canopy. Since 6 x 6 specimens probably do not remove all of the residual stress, further

reductions to 5 x 5 then to 4 x 4 (Figure 5.9), and finally to 2 x 2.5 ensured complete

residual strain relief. This approach also generated relieved stress vs. coupon size data, which

could possibly aid in specifying an optimum coupon size.
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SI/v

Figure 5.9. 4- x 4-inch Sectioning Specimens.
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The sectioning of coupons relieves strains that are opposite in sign from the residual

stress on the part. Consequently, the data reduction equations must incorporate negative signs

to be correct.

E(A-Bcos2ý) - iE(A+Bsin42)
onl = _ _ _ _ _ _ _

cos2o + sin2i

EI(A -Bsin24)) - 6 2 (A +Bcos24)
cos24 + sin24)

tan 24, 1 2E2 - E3

E3 -E

The sectioning calibration constants, A and B, remain the same.

5.3.5 Sierracin Canopy Procedure Alterations

The testing of the Sierracin canopy (S2) proceeded in a manner similar to

the Texstar canopy with the following exceptions:

(a) With the strain indicator set at a fixed balance point, the first readings taken

in the "free state" provided initial "strain" readings as opposed to "zero"

points. Subtraction of the initial readings from subsequent readings

(installation, pressurization, etc.) resulted in the actual strain for that step.

This process reduced the time to take measurements.

(b) The repeatability of the connectors caused some uncertainty in the Texstar

canopy strain readings. Averaging of multiple readings at each step (after

installation, during pressurization, etc.) by disconnecting and reconnecting

the rosettes provided more accurate data. Subtraction of the average initial

strain (free state) from the average at each step gave the actual strain at that

step.

(c) Coupon size increments consisted of 6- x 6-inch, 4- x 4-inch and 2- x 2-inch

specimens.
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5.4 TEST RESULTS

In the following discussion, "Maximum principal stress" refers to the algebraically

largest stress. A principal stress of 75 psi (tension) is a maximum compared to -100 psi

(compression).

5.4.1 Sectioning Method

5.4.1.1 Installed State

Figures 5.10 through 5.15 display stress results from the regular

rosettes due to installation in both canopies. Maximum and minimum principal stresses are

plotted separately. The curves are plotted parametrically, with fuselage station serving as the

second independent spatial variable.

Comparison of Texstar and Sierracin results show the maximum

principal stresses to be primarily tensile in the Texstar canopy and compressive in the

Sierracin canopy. The large tolerances in the manufacture of canopies and the mounting

frames most likely produce this effect. Wide variation in installation stresses will most likely

occur from canopy to canopy and from aircraft to aircraft. The stress will depend on whether

the canopy must be deflected inward or outward from an initial state to be installed.

In general, the trends on the results show greater variation in

stress with waterline level for fuselage stations away from the forward and aft edges. For a

given fuselage station, maximum stresses are greatest near the centerline (waterline 136) and

near 1he lower edges (waterline 116); probably representing greatest bending (deflection) and

clamping stresses, respectively. Minimum stresses generally increase from the lower edge

toward the canopy center.

The Texstar canopy shows the greatest maximum and minimum

principal stresses at the forward and aft fuselage stations, with stresses in between generally

decreasing from the forward to the aft. The Sierracin canopy shows the same general

behavior, except that the aft fuselage station (159) possesses generally lower stresses than

other fuselage stations.

5.4.1.2 Pressurized State

Figures 5.16 through 5.21 display stress results from regular

rosettes obtained during cabin pressurizing to 6 psig. Maximum and minimum
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principal stresses are again plotted separately on parametric curves using fuselage station as

the second variable.

As expected, pressure loads induced primarily tensile type

maximum principal stresses in both canopies. The Sierracin canopy produced the higher

maximum principal stresses, while both canopies possessed minimum principal stresses of

roughly equal magnitude. All the graphs display a typical behavior for a given fuselage

station: higher stresses near the lower edge, decreasing as the waterline increases, and then

increasing again as the waterline approaches the centerline of the canopy. The fuselage

stations near the aft section show generally greater stresses, most likely due to the greater

radius at these points. In comparing maximums and minimums for each canopy, several

positions reveal that the minimum is numerically larger than the maximum (l(Tinl>lTmax ).

It is also interesting to note that installed and pressurized

maximum stresses are of roughly the same magnitude for the Texstar canopy, while the

minimums for the pressurized state are much more compressive in nature. The Sierracin

canopy also shows installed and pressurized maximums of similar magnitude, but of opposite

sign.

5.4.1.3 Residual Stresses

Figures 5.22 through 5.27 display results of residual stresses

measured on the Texstar and Sierracin canopies by the sectioning method. Chart formats are

identical to those for the installed and the pressurized state.

In comparing residual stress to installation and pressure induced

stress, the Texstar results indicate the manufacturing process induces the higher maximum

principal stresses. The Sierracin canopy showed similar results on the forward section, while

tile aft section possessed higher pressure induced stresses. The minimum stresses on the

Texstar canopy indicate large tensile stresses. The Sierracin canopy shows smaller tensile

minimums in the forward section, and both tensile and compressive stresses aft.

Although these results indicate the Texstar canopy produces the

highest residual stresses, the difference in service lives makes the results of such a

comparison difficult to interpret. Section 6 will examine residual stresses in more detail

through hole drilling tests in 20 in-serviced canopies.
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5.4.2 Hole Drilling and Superimposed Regular Rosette Results

Because the hole drilling method measures relieved strain due to the stress

on the component, it does not distinguish between stress inducing mechanisms. Hole drilling

tests on installed canopies measure s~ress due to installation and residual stresses, and on

pressurized canopies measure the superposition of installation, pressure, and residual stresses.

The following results and discussion, therefore, superimpose the above regular rosette results

to compare to hole drilling results.

5.4.2.1 Hole Drilling on Installed Canopies

Table 5.3 shows results for both canopies in the installed state.

It is interesting to note that the Texstar stresses (installation plus residual) are predominately

tensile/tensile while the Sierracin stresses are mainly compressive/compressive.

In comparing Table 5.3 to the sectioning results (obtained by

superimposing installed and residual stresses), Figures 5.28-5.30, the two methods yield

essentially the same results. Variations between the two methods come from two sources:

(1) the two methods are not conducted at the exact same locations in the canopies, and (2) the

installation induced stress is applied through a constant displacement which may relax slightly

over time. The hole drilling method, which responds to stress in the material, would measure

the relaxed stress. The sectioning rosettes, however, respond to the installation displacements

which remain constant as the stress relaxes. The sectioning method would therefore tend to

yield higher installation stresses than the hole drilling method.

5.4.2.2 Hole Drilling on Pressurized Canopies

Table 5.4 shows hole drilling results for both canopies while the

canopies were being pressurized to 6 psig. Figures 5.31-5.33 show sectioning results for

installation, pressurization, and residual stresses superimposed. In comparing the hole drilling

and sectioning results, the two methods roughly agree in maximum stress measurements. It is

also interesting to note that the Texstar measurements show some degree of symmetry

between Itt and R/AI measurements. Discrepancies are again due to the error in the

mIcasurcment techniques and slight differences in hole locations. Differences in deflection
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TABLE 5.3

HOLE DRILLING RESULTS: INSTALLED CANOPIES
CANOPY TI

A = -1.5E-07
B = -3.5E-07

FS WL amax (psi) Gmin (psi) 13" (deg)

R/H

103.00 117.70 147.90 84.50 135.00

109.00 121.90 509.20 438.20 136.50

119.00 126.60 602.90 536.60 169.30

130.70 131.20 424.30 339.90 167.60

148.30 132.70 437.10 300.20 132.30

L/H

102.00 118.50 200.40 103.50 148.80

107.70 118.70 55.60 -11.30 135.00

109.10 122.20 236.00 135.00 140.90

118.90 128.40 337.70 270.00 3.17

120.10 120.90 100.55 -15.65 168.20

131.40 132.00 359.20 302.20 150.80

141.30 128.00 266.80 202.50 147.90

149.40 121.40 309.40 262.60 149.30

CANOPY S I
(All measurements L/H side)

FS (in) WL (in) Gmax (psi) (ymin (psi) Theta (deg)

99.90 116.80 157.09 124.44 -74.52

109.70 120.50 -201.46 -352.66 16.45

120.20 127.70 -231.67 -371.60 -6.55

136.20 132.40 -160.98 -281.42 -9.50

156.70 131.00 -446.77 -607.84 -22.03
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TABLE 5.4

HOLE DRILLING RESULTS: PRESSURIZED CANOPIES

CANOPY T1

FS WL am., (psi) Gmin (psi) 3* (deg)

R/H

102.70 117.10 1i 93 -125.18 143.20

110.00 119.20 -92.55 -264.95 5.36

120.10 123.80 29.17 -87.26 65.50

130.76 130.60 381.47 311.17 47.50

148.30 131.90 367.33 334.20 3.75

L/H

102.30 118.10 132.60 -29.80 161.20

107.90 118.10 -206.80 -499.20 122.50

109.30 121.80 62.13 -182.80 151.90

131.40 131.50 462.80 270.05 164.20

141.40 126.70 468.70 389.30 110.60

149.40 118.20 615.40 546.50 38.74

CANOPY SI
(ALL MEASUREMENTS L/H)

98.90 116.30 145.68 64.35 -4.62

108.80 120.00 -220.89 -294.52 -22.50

120.90 127.60 -110.86 -237.70 -23.69

136.20 130.70 -52.99 -197.26 5.22

156.70 129.20 -309.07 -611.48 -10.11
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between L/H and R/H during installation may also contribute to differences in stress

measurement.

As stated previously, differences in service-life and age between

the two canopies make comparisons difficult to interpret. However, it is interesting to note

that both canopies show the same trend in maximum principal stresses for similar fuselage

stations. Forward fuselage stations show increasing stress with increasing waterline. Mid-

section fuselage stations show a decrease with waterline and then increase again with

waterline as the centerline is approached. Aft fuselage stations show stable or decreasing

maximum stresses with increasing waterline. The difference is in the magnitude of the

maximum principal stresses: the Texstar canopy shows all positive (tensile) stress while the

Sierracin shows a mixture of lower positive stress and compressive stress.
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SECTION 6

DETERMINATION OF RESIDUAL STRESSES BY THE
HOLE DRILLING METHOD

With hole-drilling techniques and hardware developed and validated, full-scale testing

was undertaken to determine the residual stress levels in in-service canopies.

6.1 TEST SPECIMENS

Table 6.1 describes the 20 full-scale F-16 canopies tested. As noted, the degree of

crazing varied greatly from canopy to canopy. Some showed no visible sign of crazing

during inspection prior to testing despite indications to the contrary on the appropriate
"measle" charts. The canopies were manufactured by either Texstar or Sierracin. Several

canopies, as indicated on Table 6.1, were forward canopies from F-16C aircraft.

Because of the limited number of canopies tested, dependence of stress or crazing on

canopy age could not be established. It also does not appear from the limited data that the

specific USAF base influenced crazing. However, of the 12 Texstar canopies, 11 were

crazed, while only 2 of 8 Sierracin canopies were crazed.

6.2 STRAIN GAGES/ALIGNMENT FACILITY

In general, each canopy was instrumented with three hole drilling gages: one inside

a crazed region, one in an uncrazed region adjacent to the crazed region, and a third in an

uncrazed region distant from the crazed region. The most notable exception was the four

holes drilled in test #17 (S/N 283), which possessed numerous highly crazed regions. The

specific locations are listed along with stress results in Section 6.4. Appendix B gives

schematic drawings of rosette locations.

All tests utilized Measurements Group, Inc. rosette type CEA-06-062UM-120. A set of

calibration tests conducted on flat preshrunk acrylic samples (identical to those used to
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TABLE 6.1

FULL SCALE TEST SPECIMEN PROFILE

SPECIMEN S/N DOM DOR BASE MANUFACTURER CRAZE STATE
NO.

1 473 1-86 N/A Shaw Sierracin None

2* 184 10-87 3-90 MacDill Sierracin None

3 373 10-85 4-90 Kunsan Texstar Small locally dense

4* 218 10-85 N/A N/A Texstar Small locally dense

5 1476 9-87 2-89 Luke Texstar Small locally dense

6 289 7-85 4-89 Nellis Texstar Small locally light

7* 138 7-87 11-89 MacDill Sierracin None

8 612 5-86 3-90 Ramstein Texstar Small locally light

9 734 2-84 1-90 Kelly Sierracin Small locally dense:
others light

10 1483 12-87 N/A Nellis Sierracin None

11 133 4-84 N/A Nellis Texstar None

12 1358 10-87 4-90 MacDill Sierracin Locally very light

13 835 9-86 5-90 Ramstein Texstar Locally dense

14 869 9-86 1-90 Tinker Texstar General light

15 499 2-86 12-89 Ramstein Sierracin Locally very light

16* 019 1-85 N/A N/A Sierracin None

17 283 9-85 4-90 Shaw Texstar Locally dense

18 504 2-86 12-89 Ramstein Texstar Light deep local craze

19* 401 9-87 N/A MacDill Texstar Locally light

20 279 7-85 3-90 Shaw Texstar Locally light, deep craze

*F-16C forward canopies

DOM denotes date of manufacture
DOR denotes dale of removal
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calibrate and validate type TEA and EA rosettes) yielded coefficients of A = -9.5 x 10-8

in2/lb and B = -5.1 x 10-7 in2/lb. These calibrations were conducted exactly as the previous

calibration tests, with the VALAPODD replacing the jig borer for drilling.

Rosettes were aligned and waterline and fuselage station measurements were taken

using the same alignment/layout rig described in Section 5.2.

6.3 TEST PROCEDURE

After removal from the shipping crate, each canopy was placed on the T-frame under

the alignment rig and, when required, the surface cleaned. In some instances the canopy

required inward deflection to seat it within the restraining collars. After consulting the

appropriate "measle" chart, sites for drilling were selected and rosettes installed. Waterline

and fuselage station measurements were recorded for each rosette.

Hole drilling commenced at each site using the VALAPODD. Appendix A describes

the exact procedure followed for using the device. To more accurately record results, an

NCR PC-8 personal computer equipped with a Metrabyte DASH-8 analog-to-digital data

acquisition board logged the strain data. Along with a Metrabyte EXP-16 multiplexer/

amplifier, this data collection system allowed more precise collection of strain vs. time data.

The DASH-8, a 12-bit A/D card, in conjunction with the EXP-16, had a resolution of +2.4pe.

6.4 RESULTS

Deflecting the canopy to fit into the T-frame presented concerns as to whether the

deflection induced stress was high enough to affect residual stresses, hence inducing error in

the hole drilling measurement. To investigate the possibility, Canopy S/N 133 (Test #11) was

instrumented with a rosette on the canopy centerline at FS 144. This represented a position

directly above a spreader bar, whose ends were positioned approximately 3 inches in and 3

inches up from the lower aft comer of the canopy. The canopy was then spread (as during

installation or removal) in 0.5-inch increments and the resulting strains recorded. These

readings gave an indication of the greatest stress which may be induced by deflecting the

canopy to fit on the T-frame.
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Figure 6.1 displays the results of the test. As shown, stresses induced during high

deflection (as during installation) can be considerable at the point instrumented. However,

none of the canopies which were tested during this program required more than 0.5 inch of

deflection to fit inside the restraining collars. In addition, the position tested was considered

the point to contain the highest deflection induced stress. For these reasons, and with the

assumption (for small deflections) that inward and outward deflections of equal magnitude

create equivalent stress (but with opposite sign), stresses produced by deflection during hole

drilling were neglected.

Table 6.2 summarizes the results for all 20 canopies tested. All of the locations

tested away from crazed areas displayed compressive maximum and minimum stresses. All

locations which showed tensile stresses were in or near crazed regions. However, several

regions which showed light crazing produced compressive stresses, as in test numbers 9, 12,

15, 19 and 20. Crazed regions very near the canopy edges, test numbers 4 and 5, produced

highly compressive stress. However, the location of these regions required mounting the

VALAPODD off the canopy via an extension plate, which may increase the uncertainty of the

reading.

It is interesting to note the trend in positive stresses near crazed regions. Tests 3, 8,

13, 14, 18 and 20 show tensile stresses to be lower inside the crazed region than in regions

immediately surrounding, and in some cases reducing to compression far away. This may be

a result of the stress relieving mechanism of craze. This trend is not found, however, in

crazed regions showing compressive stress. In these regions no particular trend can be

distinguished.

Seven canopies (1, 2, 6, 7, 10, 11, 16) showed no signs of crazing and produced all

compressive stresses. Canopies 2, 6, 7, 16 show the maximum principal stress becoming less

compressive from forward to aft. Test number 1 shows the opposite trend, while 10 and 11

show no specific trend.
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TABLE 6.2

FULL SCALE F-16 HOLE DRILLING RESULTS

A = -9.5E-08
B = -5.]E-07

TEST* S/N WL FS el e2 e3 SIGMAX SIGMIN BETA" CRAZE STATE'T

IA 473 132.2 161.9 280 302 273 -1426.5 -1477.2 3.6 None
I B 129.2 130.9 188 209 162 -881.9 -953.6 10.3 None
1C 115.2 98.9 188 159 140 -837.4 -885.3 -139 None

2A 184 132.7 153.9 154 180 170 -832.4 -870.3 -12.3 None
2B 116.7 115.9 252 217 263 -1310.3 -1390.3 -85.9 None
2C(L) 113.9 100.9 267 236 375 -1586.1 -1783.7 -73.7 None

3A 373 132.2 159.4 182 113 190 -903.9 -1047.1 -98.4 None
3B 129.2 130.9 126 74 181 -722.4 -886.4 -80.3 None
3C(L) 113.4 95.2 -29 -118 68 41.6 -244.7 -80.2 Small dense

horizontal

4A 218 133.2 155.9 172 165 274 -1095.5 -1248.6 -69.5 None
4B 124.7 125.9 160 41 203 -813.1 -1094.3 -85.7 None
4C 112.2 93.4 267 174 166 -1070.9 1201.8 -114.9 Small dense vertical

near edge

5A(L) 1476 118.0 168.4 174 200 392 -1349.7 -1619.6 -63.6 Small dense near
edge

5B 128.2 126.9 235 130 210 -1075.2 -1259.5 -93.6 None
5C 115.4 97.4 229 113 224 -1076.8 -1301.4 -90.6 None

6A 289 132.7 165.9 105 97 228 -781.5 -964.3 -69.3 None
6B 128.7 136.9 160 106 209 -888.0 -1050.4 -81.3 None
6C 113.6 101.7 259 308 142 -931.6 -1171.6 14.2 Very light vertical

7A 138 129.2 157.4 233 210 266 -1268.3 -1353.5 -78.8 None
7B 129.5 124.9 269 209 253 -1318.3 -1422.1 -94.2 None
7C 114.9 97.4 293 263 293 -1509.2 -1567.7 -89.8 None

8A 612 131.3 170.5 401 295 369 -1930.4 -2110.2 -94.9 Light mixed
8B 115.8 123.8 82 -26 86 -331.9 -548.4 -89.5
8C 114.9 98.8 30 -81 -4 25.9 -161.3 -95.2 Light horizontal

9A 734 115.1 112.2 63 -16 88 -303.3 -485.1 -86.1 Light mixed
9B 122.1 109.3 65 -70 -23 -10.7 -208.7 -102.9 Light horizontal
9C 111.3 93.0 97 23 113 -468.7 -630.5 -87.2 Light vertical

10A 1483 133.6 171.9 454 431 454 -2361.2 -2406.4 -89.9 None
10B 129.7 131.9 308 238 299 -1526.5 -1654.9 -92.0 None
IOC(L) 114.2 97.4 370 271 310 -1709.6 -1857.5 -101.8 None

11A 133 134.2 144.4 185 120 197 -930.6 -1070.8 -87.6 None
11B 123.5 227.5 162 117 141 -761.5 -831.5 -98.5 None
1IC(L) 115.5 98,5 310 235 286 -1501.9 -1628.0 -95.3 None

12A 1358 132.4 161.9 227 214 210 -1136.8 -1154.9 -121.7 None
12B 128.4 127.2 209 143 178 -964.1 -1067.8 -98.8 None
12C 113.0 94.0 246 155 209 -1119.4 -1266.3 -97.2 Light Mixed
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TABLE 6.2 (Continued)

TEST" S/N WL FS el e2 e3 SIGMAX SIGMIN BETA" CRAZE STATE'"

13A 835 133.9 141.5 26 -51 7 -20.3 -155.6 -94.0 None
13B(L) 117.8 102.2 -172 -203 -152 891.5 809.6 -83.2 Adjacent to crazed

region
13C(L) 116.7 100.7 -55 -139 -73 409.3 259.9 -93.5 Heavily crazed,

mixed

14A 869 125.3 114.9 -239 -259 -256 1306.9 1289.8 -126.8 Moderate; less than
hole #2

14B 119.0 107.9 -176 -226 -229 1098.3 1028.6 -114.6 Heavy; less than
hole #3

14C 114.9 97.2 -83 21 -202 920.1 578.0 15.0 Very dense; mixed

15A 499 116.3 143.2 377 258 489 -2091.5 -2454.0 -81.1 Very light craze
mixed

15B 125.3 114.9 148 121 113 -666.4 -705.6 -121.1 None
ISC 114.9 97.2 175 169 170 -899.7 -908.1 -106.3 None

16A 019 133.0 138.7 23 -72 27 -36.4 -227.7 -89.4 None
16B 121.8 111.7 36 -39 58 -161.8 -333.1 -86.5 None
16C 115.2 97.9 260 132 239 -1194.4 -1426.9 -92.5 None

17A 283 128.1 123.7 7 -64 6 35.3 -103.5 -90.0 Lightly crazed
17B 119.7 105.2 146 36 138 -640.9 -849.2 -91.0 Crazed, small

impact marks
17C 114.7 100.4 212 138 213 -1042.0 -1188.2 -89.7 Outside crazed area

Very dense local
17D 113.1 98.5 232 156 195 -1062.2 -1182.2 -98.8 craze (from impact)

18A(L) 504 121.2 109.8 -45 -185 -144 597.4 393.6 -104.3 Heavy vertical
18B(C) 118.2 102.5 -214 -276 -274 1322.3 1236.0 -111.6 Between holes #1

and #3
18C(L) 113.4 95.3 -157 -256 -152 910.1 710.3 -89.2 Heavy mixed

19A(L) 401 134.7 160.9 195 50 98 -661.5 -874.4 -103.2 Light horizontal
19B(L) 116.8 156.4 94 -9 94 -391.9 -594.9 -89.9 Light mixed
19C(L) 114.0 101.2 139 143 159 -963.0 -1124.5 -66.5 Very light vertical

20A 279 121.3 107.8 67 -7 84 -315.2 -478.4 -87.1 None
20B 129.6 134.23 -78 -92 28 213.9 46.4 -67.9 Light crazing

mixed
20C 131.6 157.0 130 -112 85 -347.5 -781.1 -92.9 Light deep craze

mixed

"(L) Left side of canopy
(R) Right side of canopy
(C) Centerline of canopy
*Positive angle refers to CCW rotation from waterline axis to maximum algebraic stress.
Horizontal/Vertical refers to orientations of the majority of crazes in that region
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SECTION 7

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on craze threshold stresses found in the literature, the stresses measured in the

majority of transparencies appear too low to cause crazing, in a "uniform" environment (no

large temperature changes; low moisture content; brief contact with crazing compounds).

Although craze threshold values can be as low as 0 psi (for water saturated Plex-55 in

ethylene glycol), typical uniaxial values are, for example, 930 psi for Plexiglas II in Dimethyl

Formide [19], 1450 psi for plexiglass 201 in acetone, 2175 psi for Swedlow S-708 in acetone,

3190 for Polycast 76 in isopropanol [20], to 11,400 psi (or essentially ultimate strength) for

dry Plex-55 in water. Many acrylic material/crazing agent combinations reveal crazing

thresholds between 1000 and 4500 psi [211.

Bouchard [17] recently reported a crazing stress threshold of approximately 1150 psi

for uniaxial laminated beam tests in 98% isopropanol. This value remained stable over 3

years of aging with no environmental exposure. However, the threshold dropped to 610 psi

with 3 years of natural environmental exposure. Although none of the installed or pressurized

canopy stresses were this high, several of the residual stress hole drilling measurements

exceeded this value in and around crazed regions. This may indicate that craze could occur

in these regions, especially with pressure and flight loads superimposed on the residual

stresses. It should be noted, however, that this craze threshold applies to a uniaxially stressed

specimen in contact with a crazing compound (98% isopropanol) for a 30-minute time period.

Conditions in and around the transparency could be very different.

Based on measurements taken on 20 F-16 canopies, it is interesting to note that all of

the tests conducted far away from crazed regions show compressive stresses. These areas of

compression were primarily in the aft section of the canopy. The current craze criteria

suggest craze should not appear in areas which contain compressive stress. In fact, no

crazing was found in the aft portions with the exception of aft crazing near bolt hole edges.

It should be understood that the craze criteria being applied to this study is maximum

stress. The material is thought to craze when in contact with a crazing solution and when the

maximum stress exceeds a certain critical level. This may not be the best criteria for crazing
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in acrylic. Other criteria, such as strain energy density, may better describe the crazing

threshold. If the stress data were recast in another form to match another criteria, more

information might be gained. This area should be pursued in conjunction with other crazing

criteria.

A second point, somewhat related to the previous one, is the biaxial nature of the

stress states in the canopies. A uniaxial criterion does not sufficiently predict craze onset in

biaxial stress states, because the criterion does not state how the second stress field affects

crazing in the first stress field. For example, Read, Dean, and Duncan [22] reported increases

in craze resistance for a tensile/tensile biaxial stress field compared to an equivalent uniaxial

stress field. This increase makes sense in terms of a maximum strain criteria, since Poisson's

effects cause the strain to decrease in one direction as tension is applied in the other.

However, other biaxial tests conducted at UDRI have shown "threshold values" (stress at

which crazing does not occur until 30 minutes after application of solution) in the range of

1400/2000 psi, somewhat lower than corresponding uniaxial tests. This might correspond to a

stress criteria or strain energy criterion. A fundamental biaxial craze criteria needs to be

developed to accurately correlate canopy craze to stress states.

It would appear from the data that other mechanisms which by themselves may not

cause craze must be considered in gaining a fundamental understanding of the craze problem.

Such mechanisms could cause the transparencies to craze when superimposed on residual and

pressure stresses. Among those that deserve attention are:

"° Moisture deportation from the surface. Quick ascent from a hot/wet field location to

cold/dry atmospheric conditions can cause desorption of water from a thin surface

layer of the canopy. This results in high tensile stresses in laboratory scale tests

[181. Accurate mission profiles for aircraft stationed at bases in hot/wet

environments and surface stress laboratory data are necessary to pursue this

possibility.

"• Cyclic loading. Previous tests [221 have shown that cyclic biaxial loading with load-

on/load-off ratios near unity produce more crazing than higher values of the ratio

(10:1 or greater). Like fatigue, this indicates craze is sensitive to the nature in which

the load is applied and should be investigated.
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Cyclic exposure to crazing solutions. No work has been done on the decrease in

craze resistance which may occur if a crazing agent is applied to the acrylic, but

removed before crazing occurs. The material ma) be less craze resistant the next

time the agent is applied to the surface. Just as fatigue cycles are additive despite

long time gaps between sets of cycles, the time under craze may be additivt despite

long time gaps between application of the craze agent. This possibility should also

be investigated.
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APPENDIX A

PROCEDURES FOR USE OF VALAPODD
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PROCEDURES FOR USE OF VALAPODD

The following is a step-by-step procedure for using the VALAPODD to measure stress

by the hole drilling method.

1. Remove device from transport case and loosen both bearing lock and elevating support

locking ring.

2. Set elevating supports (three) at the middle of travel.

3. Set translation stage at center location.

4. Attach control box consisting of three supply lines (two air and one vacuum) into

quick disconnects. Set air pressure at 60 psi. With the VALAPODD on a level flat

surface and position feet so that vacuum engages. Check the vacuum gauge to ensure

25 mHg of vacuum. If the gauge reads less, check for leaks in the connectors and

hoses, a clogged vacuum pump in the control box, or tears in the vacuum cups. DO

NOT USE THE DEVICE IF 25-IN. HG VACUUM CANNOT BE MAINTAINED!

5. Choose gauge to be tested an,. install a 0.125-inch-dia. x 0.007-inch-thick disk of

Lexan to improve the reflective surface necessary to achieve perpendicularity. On one

side of a sheet of 0.007 inch Lexan, place a strip of double-sided cellophane tape.

Using a standard hole punch, cut a 0.125-inch-diameter disk from the sheet. Gently

place the disk, cellophane tape side down, over the rosette target with enough pressure

to ensure the disk remains in place.

6. Position VALAPODD base over the gauge, visually centering the device over the

center target of the rosette. Using the relief valve (located on the inside surface of the

control manifold) will allow suction cup to slide on transparency surface, if initial

placement is not satisfactory. Ensure that the feet are square on the transparency

surface and that vacuum is fully engaged (25 in Hg) before letting go of the base.

7. Remove microscope/laser from transport case. Wipe the steel mating surface of the

microscope with a clean cloth and insert into linear bearing column.

8. Employ light source with toggle switch.
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9. Using translation stage micrometers, locate the telescope cross-hairs over the center of

the target.

10. Using the elevation supports, visually adjust the device to a position approximately

perpendicular to the rosette surface.

11. Connect power source to laser and open shutter located on the lower right portion of

the laser, making sure not to view rosette with laser shutter open. Although the lower

power of the laser and polarized optical component prevent eye damage, viewing the

rosette with the laser on and the shutter open can be uncomfortable.

12. Using the elevation supports, adjust the device so as to center the laser beam reflection

on the target adjacent to the laser. This will provide an orientation perpendicular to

the rosette surface.

13. After establishing a normal position, close laser shutter and verify location with

microscope. Adjusting the device to a perpendicular in the previous step may cause

the device to lose its centered location. It will therefore require several iterations

between micrometer adjustment and elevation adjustment to maintain both target

locations and perpendicularity.

14. Satisfied that both center and normal are correct, engage the bearing and elevation

support locks. Recheck centered position, as engaging support lock nuts could push

the base off-center. Even if re-centering is necessary, perpendicularity will be

maintained.

15. Remove microscope/laser component.

16. Install drilling depth gauge block on end of drill bit.

17. Insert drill component into linear bearing column.

18. With the air cylinder rod fully retracted, allow depth gauge block to rest on rosette.

19. Set drilling depth with micrometer adjacent to the air cylinder. This is accomplished

by backing the micrometer away from the drill component crossbar a distance equal to

the depth to be drilled + 0.075 inch. This will permit the drill bit to penetrate the

surface so that the conical portion of the drill tip completely penetrates through the

desired depth.

20. Set the adjustable screw above the viscous damper so that it just touches the viscous

damper rod. Finger-tighten the nut.
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21. Remove drill head.

22. Insert microscope/laser and verify location. If location and perpendicularity are not

correct, repeat steps 9-21.

23. Remove microscope/laser. Adjust air cylinder rod with the control lever so that the

rod is fully extended. Remove drilling depth gauge block from drill bit. Insert the

drill component into the bearing and secure to air cylinder rod with lock nut. Gently

remove the Lexan from the rosette surface with a probe or tweezers, being careful not

to damage the gauges.

24. Install flexible drive shaft to inside center of drill component. It will be necessary to

sight align key on end of shaft with key slot located inside the drill head. Slightly

push until shaft snaps into position.

25. On the base of the external drill motor, set drill speed at top center position of speed

range. This should be approximately 1200 RPM for acrylic.

26. Ensure strain gauge and instrumentation are in order. Ensure gauges are zeroed.

Begin drilling by positioning drill control lever forward. Drill will proceed quickly

until viscous damper is engaged.

27. Drilling process is complete when micrometer is engaged with stop surface.

Immediately retract drill head by reversing control lever. Drill will retract quickly.

28. Turn drill off.

29. Record strain gauge data.

30. Remove flexible shaft from drill component. Remove drill component from the linear

bearing column. Insert microscope and evaluate hole location and quality of hole.

31. If necessary, compute distance and direction from rosette center to hole center using x-

y micrometers on base. Apply to data.

32. Remove microscope/laser.

33. Reset translation stage to center position.

34. Remove VALAPODD by depressing relief valve. Set on table and reset, beginning at

step #2. If testing is complete, remove air lines at quick disconnect and loosen both

elevating support locks, allowing suction cups to sit flat. Set elevation supports at

minimum height and relock. Replace all components, base, drill, and control box into

case.
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APPENDIX B

DETAIL DRAWINGS OF HOLE DRILLING DEVICE
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ASSEMBLY NO. 1

PARTS LIST

1 Linear Bearing Housing
2 Linear Bearing Base
3 Nylon Alignment Ring
4 Open Linear Bearing (1.5000-inch bore, 2.3750-inch housing bore) (not detailed)
5 Micrometer Mount
6 Feed Control Clamp Support Post
7 Feed Control Clamp
8 Feed Control Base Plate
9 Air Cylinder Mounting Block
10 Control Manifold
11 Vacuum Release Lever
12 Manifold Bracket
13 Adjustment Post Support #4
14 Adjustment Post Support #2
15 Adjustment Post Support #3
16 Adjustment Post Support #5
17 Adjustment Post Support #1
18 Swivel Bearing Locking Post
19 Adjustment Post Knob
20 Adjusting Post Locking Ring
21 Attachment Adjusting Post
22 Spherical Bearing (0.500-inch bore) (not detailed)
23 Bearing Shaft
24 Vacuum Cup Fitting
25 Vacuum Cup Rigidizer
26 Light Tube
27 Light Pack Bracket
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TITLE: NYLON ALIGNMENT RING
MATERIAL: NYLON
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ASSEMBLY NO. 2

PARTS LIST
1 Aerotech, Inc. 0.5 mW He Ne Laser (not detailed)
2 Laser Target
3 Laser Target Ring
4 Scope/Laser Main Frame
5 Laser Clamp
6 Optics Shield Mount Blocks
7 Aerotech, Inc. MSA Series Mechanical Shutter (not detailed)
8 Laser Tube Extender
9 MM-I Modification #2
10 Target Mirror Support
11 End Plate (made to fit Aluminized Mirror) (not detailed)
12a 25mm x 35mm Aluminized Mirror (not detailed)
12b 15mm x 20mm Beam Splitter Plate (not detailed)
13 Optics Shield
14 Beam Plate Holder
15 MM-1 Modification #1
16 MM-1 Lower Mount
17 Beam Splitter Cube Holder
17a 0.5 in x 0.5 in x 0.5 in Beam Splitter Cube (not detailed)
18 Holder Cover
19 Beam Splitter Cube Cover
20 Objective Lens Holder/Adjustment Ring
21 Objective Lens Holder/Adjustment Ring
22 Scope Lower Body Bearing Surface
23 Microscope/Laser Positioning Ring
24 Aperture
25 Scope Upper Body
26 Eyepiece Adjustment Housing
27 Eyepiece Retainer
28 Eyepiece Mount
29 Rolyn Optics 20X Eyepiece (not detailed)
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LASER TARGET RING
MATERIAL: ALUMINUM

-- R .682

RR .6875
Part No. 3 10-32

.650
33-48 2 PLACES

1-~--.450

HOLDER COVER

R .500

Part No. 18 - #3 CLEARANCE

.750

1 PIECE
1/8" ALUMINUM
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T ]LE: LASER TUBE EXTENDER

ALUMI NUM ONE PIECE

1 -32

, 125 DIA
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ASSEMBLY NO. 3

PARTS LIST

1 Upper Acuating Arm
2 Micrometer Stop Bracket
3 Actiating Arm Support Block
4 Drill Motor Housing
5 Drill Motor Collet Nut Modification
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APPENDIX C

HOLE DRILLING LOCATIONS FOR IN-SERVICED CANOPIES
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Figure C2. Rosette Locations for Canopy #2 (SN 184).
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Figure C3. Rosette Locations for Canopy #3 (SN 373).
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Figure C4. Rosette Locations for Canopy #4 (S/N 218).
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Figure C9. Rosette Locations for Canopy #9 (S/N 734).
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Figure C10. Rosette Locations for Canopy #10 (S/N 1483).
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Figre ii. Ru-ute Locations for Canopy #11 (S/N 133).
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Figure 213. Rosette Locations for Canopy #13 (S/N 835).
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Figure C14. Rosette Locations for Canopy #14 (S/N 869).
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Figure C15. Rosette Locations for Canopy #15 (S/N 499).
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Figure C16. Rosette Locations for Canopy #16 (S/N 109).
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Figure C17. Rosette Locations for Canopy #17 (S/N 283).
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Figure C18. Rosette Locations for Canopy #18 (S/N 504).
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Figure C19. Rosette Locations for Canopy #19 (S/N 401).
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Figure C20. Rosette Locations for Canopy #20 (S/N 279).
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